Game Reports for Week 2
SLW Black
Frankfort's SLW Black felt the sting of the Lemont Hornets in a tough loss. The final score was 27-6.
Super Lightweight Black lone touchdown was carried by Geijer on a 20-yard run. Some good tackles
were made by Zajac and Johnson. During the fifth quarter Casey, Chillon, Majcina, and Sicinski
had strong defense performances. Kepuraitis fought through and defeated a Hornet's double
team. Marchert held his ground on the offensive line while Bouck and Flaherty had seamless exchanges.
Brown's open field tackle assisted in keeping the 5th quarter's score 6-0. SLW Black is looking forward to
next week's game against the Knights.

LW Black
During the rumble in Lemont, LW Black’s Shafer made a total of 20 yards rushing and 4 tackles, Stewart
earned 10 tackles and 5 yards, Mihajlovich 8 tackles, Welker 7 tackles and a fumble recovery, Wise 5
tackles and 3 yards, Clarke 3 tackles and 4 yards, and Figus 3 tackles. The Falcon family would like to
acknowledge the fearless athleticism of Maloney seizing 10 yards from Lemont’s defense. Unfortunately,
LW Black was unsuccessful at scoring as Lemont dominated the scoreboard.
In the 5th quarter, Parrish caught a pass from D.B. Shelton to make 6 yards. D.B Shelton, Jennrich,
Haberkorn, Shirley, Parrish, Soltis, and Jenrich defended Falcon territory, making fierce tackles during the
game.

JV Black
The JV Black Falcons traveled to Lemont on Saturday and were stung by the Hornets with a loss of 37-0.
Electrifying kick returns by Figus, stopped just short of breaking through the Lemont defense
Contributions on the defense were made by Ducay, Zajac, Schipiour, Thacker, Cook, McCaslin, and Ruiz
doing everything they could to hold the Lemont offense.
The 5th quarter was a sign of things to come, as the Falcons fell to the hornets 18-0. Szara got the
offense moving with a big run down the sideline. The Defense hung tough with Johnson, Ortiz, and
Sanders all recording tackles.

V Black – no reporter

SLW Blue
SLW Blue edged out SLW White in overtime 13-12. 4 quarters were not enough play as Blue and White
were tied at 6-6 in a very even and well played game by both teams. Per the OT rules, Blue got the ball
with 1st and goal from White’s 10 yard line. Blue scored and added the extra point conversion. White
responded by scoring on their OT possession, as well, but failed on their extra point conversion as Blue’s
defense rose to the occasion. Leading Blue’s defensive efforts all day were, Bragiel, Wiechers, Beverly
and Page. In 5th quarter play, Blue’s attack was led by Stilp, Ostrowski, Villa and Robinson. Great Job
Blue!
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LW Blue
BLUE CRUSH
LW-Blue faced LW-White on Saturday trying to avoid starting the season 0-2. In as fast as one could ask
“they kicked it to Jansto?”, Blue led 6-0, following a dazzling 55 yard return for touchdown on the opening
kick-off. Behind an efficient Offensive attack and suffocating Defense, Blue forced the White squad to
wave a flag of the same color in a convincing 19-0 victory.
What a difference a week makes. The defending LW champions shook off their disappointing week one
loss by showing their heart and determination. The Blue Offense moved the ball at will, scoring on 2 of
their first 3 possessions, due to great blocking by the Offensive line, consisting of Anthony Pisarski,
Nathan Warning, Jeremy Walsh, Lucas Michaels, Chase Marshall and Thomas Dees. Scoring came by
two runs by the electrifying Jansto; the first a 26 yard scamper behind a sealing block by Dugan Bolsoni.
The second a 2 yard plunge, set up by a Brandon Petkoff pass to Michael Herlihy.
The Blue Defense continued where it left off in Week one, playing with great intensity. Led by the brother
tandem of John (6 tackles) and Gus Christensen (4), they held the White squad to 36 total yards. Also
contributing on Defense were Brad Brajkovich, Creighton Seibert and Connor Alexa, who logged 3
tackles, broke up 2 passes and added an interception. LW-Blue (1-1) will travel to Bourbonnais next
week in a Super Bowl rematch with the Bears (0-2).
LW-Blue bettered White 6-0 in the 5th quarter behind a 4 yard TD run by speedster Matt Dunlap. QB
Matthew Judd added 39 yards rushing. The Defense was led by Cole Cunningham, Tyler Salgado, Justin
Paull and Nicolas DiGiovanni, who added a fumble recovery.

JV Blue
The Frankfort Falcons JV Blue (2-0) locked up Frankfort bragging rights with a 7-0 win over Frankfort
White in what was an evenly matched defensive battle at Main Park.
It was a chess match as the teams exchanged blows all day. Blue was led by Stolarek, McGinn, Spizzirri,
Stegmueller, Ostrowski, Bragiel, Alexa, and Humenik.
The game changer came with 3:04 left in the game when Blue blocked a White punt that Tomczak
recovered. Bauer took a 4th down broken play and through sheer will curled around the right side and
plunged in for the winning score with 1:14 left.
The Blue/White 5th quarter game (6 - 6 tie) was led by big hits from Blue’s defense of Thomas, Garbacz,
Bruen, Tunstall, Van Buren, and Mandernach. Bobby Hawkinson enjoyed a great game as 1st time out
as White’s QB and scored for the Falcons with his QB keeper. Great runs by White’s offense of Moran
and Criscione keep the ball moving in the right direction. White’s defense played strong led by the line of
Weaver, Neary with key tackles by Q. Provost, Zavis.

V Blue
Frankfort Falcons Blue met White in a showdown on Saturday. Blue opened the scoring on its first drive
with a great run from Alex Kraft who got superb blocking from Jimmy Lurgio, Danny Rauch, Drew Ogarek,
Luke Harper, LU Horneij, and Logan Trento. White answered right back with a TD of its own on its first
play after the ensuing kick off. The game was an offensive display between both teams until an
interception by Blue Defensive End Danny Rauch, put them back on top. The shootout continued with
both solid running and good passing from both teams. Great efforts from Christian Beecher, Jaylen
Culpepper, Stan Garbacz, Shane Hickey, Charlie Horak, Amari Jones, and Frank Pecora were not
enough to win the game. Final score White 38 Blue 26.

SLW White
Super Light Weight White continued its inaugural season against Super Light Weight Blue and a rivalry
was born.
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This was a defensive battle from the start. However Blue was able to get on the board first to take a 6-0
lead. Then White bounced back and was able to put numbers on the board with a 40 yard TD run by R.
Lieser, and that is the way it went into halftime tied 6-6.
In the second half the defense was in full force, led by tacklers Kingsbury, Lublow, Lyke, Burks, Guzy,
Jelly, Paliga, Barrera and the Lieser Brothers. The fourth quarter ended in a 6-6 tie. In over time Blue
scored first and was able to convert the point after attempt. White was able to score on a run by Larry
Burks but fell short on the PAT, and the final score was Blue 13 White 12.
While White came up a little short this weekend Coach Kingsbury wants the kids to “stay positive and
build on the progress they are making.” White looks forward traveling to Ottawa and playing against the
Eagles Labor Day weekend

LW White
LW White hit their first bump in the road on Saturday. The game had an O line that did not give up.
Together Guzy, Vaundry, Gold and Bachler blocked until the end of the 4th. The D line which included
Zavis, Harper, and Sedlack were also relentless. With all their effort, they could not keep Blue at bay.
The final score was Blue 19, White 0.
The B Game had offensive support with O’Connell and Paliga, and defensive support from DePaloa,
Watson, Schmidt, Robbins, and Varchetto. Even with their blocks and runs, the B game did not prevent
Blue from a victory. Final B Game score was Blue 7, White 0. White will be hungry for a win against
Ottawa.

JV White
DEFENSE was the name of the game when JV White battled JV Blue. A blocked punt provided the
opportunity for the only touchdown of the game late in the 4th quarter. Defensive players included
Straka, Madey, Burton, Melby, Morrison, Panfil, Dvorak, Carr, Kaminski, Criscione, Troike, and K.
Provost. Key tackles were made by K. Provost, Madey, Kaminski, Troike, Morrissey, and Dvorak. Panfil,
as QB, made some good runs, as did Troike. A late, long pass by Panfil was incomplete, sealing the
victory for the Blue.
FINAL SCORE: BLUE....7

WHITE...0

The Blue/White 5th quarter game (6 - 6 tie) was led by big hits from Blue’s defense of Thomas, Garbacz,
Bruen, Tunstall, Van Buren, and Mandernach. Bobby Hawkinson enjoyed a great game as 1st time out as
White’s QB and scored for the Falcons with his QB keeper. Great runs by White’s offense of Moran and
Criscione keep the ball moving in the right direction. White’s defense played strong led by the line of
Weaver, Neary with key tackles by Q. Provost, Zavis.

V White
Falcon Varsity White evened up its record (1-1) with a 38-26 win over Varsity Blue on Saturday. The two
offense-minded teams traded touchdowns to knot the score at 19 at the half. Sealy powered the White
offense, hitting holes created by an O-line of N. Marietti, Barkauski, Rogers, Monaco, and Johnson. Lee
Lieser Jr. provided the hit of the season to spring Sealy's 80 yard run.
White defense stormed the field in the second half, with Weller's two interceptions, the last created by
lineman Diehl on a tipped ball. White matched its first half production with 19 points, but held Blue to a
single score. Mundt (12-yard run) and Carrara (30-yard reception) added a TD each to end the scoring.
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